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About This Game

The ducks are back, but this time they're angrier. Forget racing, now it's time to battle!

Train your duck's power, health, defence, speed, and special attack abilities in 25 brand new mini games. Explore the world
battling other ducks, entering tournaments and completing quests to become the greatest duck battler of all time.

FEATURING

Design your duck to look exactly how you want

A massive world with 6 areas to explore and plenty of ducks to talk to

5 training dojos to find with 5 training games in each

Let your duck loose to fight over 40 battles

100 different weapons and costumes to try out

Captivating music

Adorable characters
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Outstanding graphics

Quests to complete and rewards to win

Online highscores, can you get an A+ rank in every training game??
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Title: Duck Life: Battle
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Sports
Developer:
Wix Games, MAD.com
Publisher:
MoFunZone Inc
Franchise:
Duck Life
Release Date: 13 Aug, 2018
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English,French,Thai,German
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Great game, mechanics were fair, graphics were great, gameplay was smooth, and overall had an enjoyable time playing! Would
give the game around an 8.7/10.. Game is horribly optimized for the PC. Half the time it won't even launch properly and
randomly experiences slowdowns during the game that require it to be restarted to be fixed.. It's exciting at first, but then it gets
boring.. The graphics are great and all but when the ducks hit you 3 times in a row for 360 dmg which is unfair since they hit
you 3-5 times a round when you hit 1-3 times a round, when it should be you hit the duck, the duck hits you, you hit the duck,
the duck hits you. Also do only 146 dmg once plus like a couple specials you can't win even if your max in your dojo.. This is a
good game to pass a little bit of time, but there are some bugs and glitches that need to be fixed still, especially the one where all
your gear downgrades to lvl 2 for no reason, making it hard to beat the game. I wish the creator actually addressed these issues
instead of sitting on his couch. 7/10.. This is amazing but theres a bug where it down grades some of your items and takes off
you shirt when you close and re open the game. but its really fun shooting ducks with a laser gun. An obvious mobile port that
handles quie terribly on PC. controller was never meant to be used for this, as evidenced by the mini games which clearly
indicate it was intended for a touchscreen.
also adding to the fact that if you hit any key on your KB while using a controller in a mini game, the game freezes up.
refunded promptly.

these aslo arent even ducks, these are chicks.. This game is very good! It's very addicting and the PVP or rather DVD (duck vs
duck) makes it more addicting! This game is fun! My favorite mini-games to increase stats are the mountains health training and
the desert speed training. The graphics are good, but the sound sometimes glitches out and the snakes in the forest defence
training disappear. But, that doesn't stop me from loving this game! This game is very recomended from me.. I really like this
game. This is a nice RPG and an amazing addition to the series. Would recommend.
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OK, so I played all the other duck life (yes, including space) and this one? I mena its good and all, but it just doesn't fit in. It’s a
great game but it’s not worth the price.
6/10. This game is absolutely adorable and pretty fun! However, it does seem to crash quite often, especially when changing
equipment before starting a battle. It is slightly annoying but doesn't ruin the game completely. 4.5\/5 for sure!

Edit: So, I got quite a bit further into the game. In the desert area where you level you stats from 60 up to 80, I noticed quite a
huge problem. The health mini-game is unplayable. Very unplayable. Why? When you swipe right to send a bomb away, the
game crashes, meaning you can't level your health up unless you get luck enough to get a + levels on the wheel that appears
sometimes. I bring the rating down from a 4.5\/5 to a 3\/5, almost a 2.5\/5. The game is still very adorable, however.. it so
bad!!!!!!!!!! i try to equip a weapon IT JUST KICKS ME OUT. but good gameplay. REFUUUUUUUUUUND!. This is fun if
you are a fan of the Ducklife flashgame series. Not too hard, and feels just like the series as a whole but with fighting instead of
racing. A simple yet fun game.

However, there are glitches and it crashes frequently. And like the other reviews said, there are issues that need to be fixed.
There are consistent bugs that happen. The aforementioned issues can make the game near unplayable. If you are ok with
dealing with the issues, it's worth a try.

Spanish and German languages added!:
Another month, another two new languages added. Spanish and German speakers rejoice, you can now play Duck Life battle in
your own language!. Steam leaderboards added:
We just added Steam leaderboards to the training games in the Grand Dojo. Get your score in quick so you can celebrate being
top of the leaderboard before they start filling up!. French and Thai languages added:
Do you speak French or Thai? Good news! You can now play Duck Life Battle in your own language.

More languages are coming soon, keep watching this space!. The Arena is now open!:
We are excited to announce the opening of the new fighting arena in the city! Now you can battle your friends' ducks and take
on strangers to become the top battling duck in the world
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